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It passed quite silent beyond in the 
leatherworld, this book/catalog with the 
title “Naha Vägi – Esti nahakunst 1917-
2017” , published in 2017 as a marking 
of the 100 years jubilee to the modern 
estonian leather art and craft. Its modern
history started March 1 1917 when 
Eudvard Taska founded Tallinn Art 
Industry School and had bookbinding 

and leather art and craft on the timetable. Like that, is it also 100 years of work which have emerged to 
this jubilee writing. The content exist of 100 works (103!) back from Eudvard Taskas time but the most
by artists in ouer contemporary time. A book/catalog of this type is a milestone publication, a marking 
of a activity you belive , when it comes to a 100 years jubilee,.. should have international interest. But 
it have not been to see other places than on the Estonian Leather Workers Artists Union's netpage, not 
on the english version, only on the estonian language page.  What this must be to blame?. A reading/ 
looking through the book/catalog show that it's not any reason to modesty and that the book at least 
also should be visible on the english net page to the Estonian Leather Workers Artist Union. Even if it 
only have estonian text and by that looks to only be made for the estonian marked. But you should not 
forget that abroad is it many interested.  As  will have problem to find the book/cataloge. It's perhaps 
not any problem for the connoisseurs to find it. But if that is the idea, so is it to think like that,  also 
with on to hide away books and publications . They come more and more like that  in the public 
shadow in the contemporary times development as  electronic media have  brought. Perhaps this not are
a dicussion to bring up concerning a 100 years jubilee book? - Well, this magazin comes quite late with
its “Congratulation”  to estonian leather art and craft – in its foreward looking on  to the next 100 years.
It's a great book/cataloge as hopefully is to find and to buy for interested on: www.nahakunst.ee 

http://www.nahakusnt.ee/

